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What is pay transparency?
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Pay transparency within
payroll via context panels

● Pay transparency is different for everyone

● Not every payroll system has the same amount of transparency; 

              some have context panels to show calculations such as

              PAYE & leave rates

○ Always spot check calculations!
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Where can payrollers brush up on their 
knowledge of leave calculations? 

MBIE

NZPPA Payroll Practice Guide

IRD
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● For peace of mind and when assisting employee enquiries

● Not all payroll software have experienced payrollers behind the scenes

○ Take the time to manually check calculations every now and then!

● Knowing how your system works will help you make changes to an employee’s masterfile

● Correct data in = correct data out
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Cross-checking payroll calculations

         TOP TIP: Payroll is NOT a set-and-forget system!    

Why should you cross-check?
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Why is it important for payroll 
calculations to be correct?

● To avoid liability over costly errors

● For client and employee satisfaction, and retention

● To minimise the risk of unnecessary payroll audits

How can payroll systems be transparent?

 Context panels to show calculations

 Warnings

 Payslips and leave balance visibility
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● Consider KiwiSaver and annual leave, among 

others

● I personally believe that annual leave accrual 

shouldn’t be displayed

○ As employees have no entitlement to 

their accrued leave

Payslips and pay 
transparency
What balances should you allow employees to see?



● Pay rates, hours worked, leave entitlements, leave taken, dates and amounts paid

need to be kept on file

● Payroll software gives you peace of mind over reporting on these records

● Pay transparency makes audit time easier!

● You need to be able to show how calculations were reached
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Record keeping and audit

         TOP TIP: In NZ, employee records need to be kept for at least 7 years     
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Thank you for listening!
Any questions?

Get in touch: sales@nzpayroll.co.nz

Website: nz.keypay.com 
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